Untangling the unfolded protein response.
Resistance to current cancer therapies has forced scientists to investigate new avenues of therapy distinct from those aimed at single targets, to strategies based on targeting families of proteins, on which cancers rely for their ability to survive stress. Two such protein families are the heat shock proteins (HSP), especially the HSP90 family, and proteins involved in mediating the unfolded protein response (UPR). HSP90 stabilises key survival factors in cancer cells including AKT, ERB2 and HIF1alpha, which alone makes HSP90 inhibitors extremely interesting as potential therapies. In addition targeting HSP90 can destabilise the UPR inducing cell death. A broad range of cancer-types rely on the UPR to correctly fold key signalling proteins properly, as well as to allow the cell to cope with the hypoxic environment associated with tumour development. These associations suggest that a range of tumours may be targeted using HSP90 inhibitors and that the development of specific inhibitors of the UPR may be of interest. In this article, based on work in multiple myeloma, we highlight the importance of targeting multiple signalling pathways simultaneously, using the UPR and heat shock proteins as examples, as a means of effectively killing cancer cells.